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if your publisher or printer is using pantone, then you can convert the image to cmyk and it will look
good. if theyre not using pantone, then you can convert to cmyk, and if your printer has a pantone
spot color, it should print in pantone. if it doesnt, well you can always use the pantone colors to get

the job done. at this point, theyre probably trying to explain that you cant convert to cmyk, you need
to convert to spot colors, and theyre not sure why that is. thats when you point out that your

publisher is using pantone, and they have defined pantone spot colors for all the colors in the book.
a: if you are a color-managed designer, you should not be using a pantone solid swatch. to color
manage a pantone solid swatch, first create a pantone solid swatch (see pantone’s web site for

information on how to create a swatch). then, use the pantone color bridge to determine the cmyk
values to achieve your desired color. (the pantone color bridge is free and can be used online and
offline.) a: all of the colors on this page are pantone colors. pantone is a registered trademark of

pantone, inc. this is a trademark of pantone, inc. the pantone color bridge is free and can be used
online and offline. creating a swatch from the pantone color bridge is not included in the purchase

price of the bridge. a: when you send images with color managed profiles to a printer, its
recommended that the profile included with the images contain cmyk, process, and spot color
information, so the printer can use the correct cmyk color space for the desired print condition.
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there are a number of ways you can go about color management. if you have the right software, it
would be easy to create a workflow using pantone to keep you from having to make the colors match
up. a pantone printed swatch and a pantone swatch in the software you are using to design the file

would give you the best opportunity for matching the pantone colors. its also important that you
have a good printer profile for your printer. if you have a color profile that matches your printer, your
pantone colors will come out as you expect. many of the pantone inks are used in press printing and
most of those inks have profiles. if you print to an inkjet printer or web press, you will likely need to

purchase a pantone swatch for each inked color you want to print. another way you could handle this
is to create a pantone swatch in the software you are using to make a design, and match the

pantone to the pantone that is printed. then, place the pantone swatch in the swatch library of your
software. if you have a pantone printer, then you could have a pantone swatch printed and placed in
your swatch library. you can use the pantone swatch library to select the pantone swatch you want.

then, you can place it in the color of the image you are working on. you could also place pantone
swatch in the color of the image you are working on in the swatch library. if you are using a pantone
printer, you could have a pantone swatch printed and placed in your swatch library. you can use the
pantone swatch library to select the pantone swatch you want. then, you can place it in the color of

the image you are working on. 5ec8ef588b
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